External Opportunities:

Marion and Donald Routh Student Research Grant, American Psychological Association; deadline 10/15/22; [https://pedpsych.org/awards_grants/marion-and-donald-routh-student-research-grant/](https://pedpsych.org/awards_grants/marion-and-donald-routh-student-research-grant/)  
**If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact Sommer Dowd, Corporate & Foundation Relations, sdowd@wm.edu, or 1-1572, to coordinate efforts prior to contacting the Foundation.

Elizabeth Munsterberg Koppitz Child Psychology Graduate Fellowships, American Psychological Association; deadline 11/15/22; [https://www.apa.org/apf/funding/koppitz](https://www.apa.org/apf/funding/koppitz)  
**If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact Sommer Dowd, Corporate & Foundation Relations, sdowd@wm.edu, or 1-1572, to coordinate efforts prior to contacting the Foundation.

Luce Scholars Program (for study in Asia), Henry Luce Foundation; deadline 10/1/22; [https://www.hluce.org/programs/luce-scholars/](https://www.hluce.org/programs/luce-scholars/)  
**If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact Sommer Dowd, Corporate & Foundation Relations, sdowd@wm.edu, or 1-1572, to coordinate efforts prior to contacting the Foundation.

Jennings Randolph Peace Scholarship Dissertation Program, United States Institute of Peace; deadline 10/6/22; [https://www.usip.org/grants-fellowships/fellowships/peace-scholar-fellowship-program](https://www.usip.org/grants-fellowships/fellowships/peace-scholar-fellowship-program)

Rangel Graduate Fellowship Program, Howard University; deadline 9/22/22; [https://rangelprogram.org/graduate-fellowship-program/](https://rangelprogram.org/graduate-fellowship-program/)


Dissertation Fellowships in Women’s Studies, Institute for Citizens and Scholars; deadline 10/14/22; [https://citizensandscholars.org/fellowships/for-scholars-education-leaders/dissertation-fellowship-in-womens-studies/](https://citizensandscholars.org/fellowships/for-scholars-education-leaders/dissertation-fellowship-in-womens-studies/)

Templeton TEX Fellowship (Theory-Experiment Cross Training), John Templeton Foundation; deadline 9/30/22; [https://www.templeton.org/internal-competition-fund/templeton-tex-fellowship](https://www.templeton.org/internal-competition-fund/templeton-tex-fellowship)  
**If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact Sommer Dowd, Corporate & Foundation Relations, sdowd@wm.edu, or 1-1572, to coordinate efforts prior to contacting the Foundation.

Fellowship Competition, US Holocaust Memorial Museum; deadline 11/15/22; [https://www.ushmm.org/research/opportunities-for-academics/fellowships/annual](https://www.ushmm.org/research/opportunities-for-academics/fellowships/annual)
Gaius Charles Bolin Dissertation and Post-MFA Fellowships, Williams College; deadline 11/15/22; https://faculty.williams.edu/hiring/graduate-fellowships/bolin-fellowships/


Donald A.B. Lindberg Research Fellowship, Medical Library Association; deadline 12/1/22; https://www.mlanet.org/p/cm/ld/fid=309

Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts – Predoctoral Fellowships for Historians of American Art to Travel Abroad, National Gallery of Art; deadline 11/15/22; https://www.nga.gov/research/casva/fellowships/predoctoral-travel-fellowships.html


History of Art: Institutional Fellowships (in Europe), Samuel H. Kress Foundation; deadline 11/30/22; https://www.kressfoundation.org/Programs/Fellowships/History-of-Art-Institutional-Fellowships

NSF Earth Sciences Postdoctoral Fellowships (EAR-PF), National Science Foundation; deadline 11/2/22; https://beta.nsf.gov/funding/opportunities/ear-postdoctoral-fellowships-ear-pf

Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships, Institute for Citizens and Scholars; deadline 11/15/22; https://citizensandscholars.org/fellowships/for-scholars-education-leaders/charlotte-w-newcombe-fellowship/


International Fellowships (for non-US citizens), American Association of University Women; deadline 11/15/22; https://www.aauw.org/resources/programs/fellowships-grants/current-opportunities/international/

Amelia Earhart Graduate Fellowship for Aerospace-related Sciences and Engineering, Zonta International Foundation; deadline 11/15/22; https://www.zonta.org/Web/Programs/Education/Amelia_Earhart_Fellowship#:~:text=The%20Amelia%20Earhart%20Fellowship%20was,aerospace%20engineering%20and%20space%20sciences

GEM Graduate Fellowships for Minority Students, National Consortium for Graduate Degrees for Minorities in Engineering, Science, Inc. (GEM); deadline 10/1/22; https://www.gemfellowship.org/gem-fellowship-program/

Faculty for the Future Fellowships – Women from Emerging Economies in Physical Sciences, Schlumberger Foundation; deadline 11/11/22; https://www.slb.com/who-we-are/schlumberger-foundation

ACI Foundation Fellowships & Scholarships, American Concrete Institute; deadline 11/1/22; https://www.acifoundation.org/scholarships.aspx